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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBI.EM 
There have been many studies of vocabulary made. The majority of these 
are concerned with word counts or vocabulary testing,. Most of the earlier 
word counts were done on the adult level. However, n:tany word counts. from 
children' a writing have been made recently. These studies have been very 
much needed and should prove extremely valuable to writers of children's 
books, compilers of spelling lists, school administration and teachers.. In 
spite of the amount of research done educators recognize the necessity for 
continued eff'ert.. This is partly due to the fact that while one piece of 
research may sound authentic and c0mplete, it may not agree in many respects 
with other studies that ·seem just as reliable& 
Because vocabulary is constantly changing, what may be basic for one 
generation may:be incomplete for the next generation. 
There have been several outstanding pieces of research ~one in the past 
thirty or thirty-five years in attempts to secure adequate sampling of vocab-
ulary so that lists could be compiled which could be considered fa~-rly basic. JJ . . 
Sigmund Fogler states, in his article llThe Case for a Basic Written Vocab-
ulary", that it is obvious that a basic vocabulary is one which is most widel 
and frequently used by that segment of the population which uses these words. y 
The word counts of Thornd:l;le were based largely on adult vocabulary. 
1/Fogler, Sigmund "The Case for a Basic Written Vocabulary•• El Sch J 47: 
43-47 September, 1946. 
?:/Thorndike.1 E. L. The Teacher's Word Book .,.. a list of 101000 ~'lords New York City: Teachers College Columbia University, 1921. 
-:1-
~. 
The latest work was the Teacher;''.s Word Book of 30,000 words. This was com-
1/ 
piled with the help of Irving Lordge and contains counts of children t s 
.~ I' 
reading, also. .Four dif.fei>ent counts are summarized in this book, as well 
as a general count. The counts are separated so that the one that is appli-
cable to a particular situation can be used. The first count emphasized 
lifrequency in readers; textbooks, the Bible, and the English classics." The 
second count included recent and popular magazines. The third count was 
based on books recommended for boys and girls in gra.t;les 3-.8., The fourth 
count dealt primarily with juvenile and adult reading (it omitted school 
readers: and textbooks. ) 
This word count is conqeded to be a great improvement on· the Thorndike 
Teacher's Word Bl)ok published earlier. The authors state that this book 
shoUld not be considered fh1al as a frequoncy count of English reading be-
cause new words will become important. Also, other divisions of words could 
have been made. However, it is suggested that it will be easy for others to 
and amend this book by adding other counts~--
been a pioneer in the field of v.ocabulary we 
research here. Other valuable contributions will be noted later. 
,, 
In the field of testing a great deal has been done. Ri.>wever, there is 
onsiderable disagreement-in findings. Two types of tests used most widely 
been recognition and recall• 
, E.L.; Lordge, Irving Th-:- Teacher:\s t'/ord Book of 3Q,OOO Words 
City: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1944. 
I 
Dolch -g gives an outline of ''Methods of Testing for Knowledge of Wo~ 
Meanings" in his book en~itled Reading~ Word Meaning.. This outline was y . . 
modi!'ied by Kelley five years later• The modified outline is as follows: 
''1. . Unaided recall (~oup or individual testing.) 
a. Checking for .famil;ia.rity 
'Q,. U:s;iulg words in ·a sent~11ee 
c • ~lalni.ng the m~ and dE!fining 
d• Giving a aynonym 
e. Giving an opposite 
2. Aided recall 
a. Aided by recognition 
(l) matching test 
(2) classification test 
(3) multiple ch()ic.e test 
(~) choosing: thE! oppesite 
(b) choosing the best synonym 
(c) choosing the best definition 
(d.) choosing the best use in sentences 
(4) Same - opposite test 
(5) Same ""' opposite ... neither test 
(6) Same ._ different test 
b• Recall a.ided c;rassoeiation 
(1) Completion test· 
(2) Analogy test 
c., Recall aided by recognition and association 
(1). ''Multiple .... choice completion test 
(2) Multiple - choice substitution test 11 
lv.Dolch, Edward W. Reading and l'Jord Meanings Boston, New York; 
.... 
Ginn and Oo •, 1927 .• , . ~Kelley, V. H. ttAn Experiment With Multiple Choice Vocabulary Tests 
'Constructed. py Two Different Procedures•• Journal of..ll!'eerimental. Education 5: 
24s-5o, 193~r, 
.3 
• 
1\elley describes the various tests and points out the many lilnitations. 
He says, 11In summary, there does not seem to be any b·est technique !or meas-
uring word meaning and word knowledge. An appraisal o£ the studies using 
the various techniques would lead to the conclusion that with our present 
measuring instruments there is little hope of accurately determining the 
extent or the quality of the vocabulary of an individual. Any marked suc-
cess in measuring the word meaning knowledge of an individual pupil must 
involve either the distinct improvement of the measuring instruments'now 
available, or'the development of new and more accurate testing procedures.". 
1/ . . ' '! 
Dolch is concerned with the difficulty of determining how well a chiJC 
knows a word· in all of its various meanings • He says, "To any individual 
the meaning ~f a word results from a...l:L the .~erience he has had which is 
thought of; obviously, therefore, few words 'Wtll have the same meariing for 
any two persons; since few p~rsons, if any, will bave bad the identical eX-
perience to give the word the same meaning• 
I . 
In spite of the fact that mest peopl~ recognize the limitations of the 
many efforts to secure with any degree of ~ertainty the word knowledge of an 
individual; advance has been made and continued improvement can be expected 
in the field of vocabulary testing. 
Purpose 
The present study was undertaken to try to determine; in some measure, 
tne relationships between two types of tests and written vocabulary. Tests 
thus !ar have been measuring; almost wholly, recognition vocabulary. I:tow 
closely do thes~ predict written vocabulary? 
~Dolch ~ Op. cit. 
4 
,. 
This imrestigation seeks to compare two different types of teste 
(recognition and recall,) Exactly the same area of vocabulary is invo~ved 
in each test. To the know~edge of the writer there has been no previous 
study of this type done on this ~evel, 
The study seeks to·answer the fo1lowing questions; 
~. What percent of worqs that a child can recognize correctly 
can he recall without aid? 
2. Do the chi~dren who obtain high scores en one test secure 
high scores on the other test? 
3. Is there any relatienship between total score on the recall 
test and the level of writing vocabulary? 
4,, What re~ationship exists; if any, between scores on the 
recognition test and writing vocabulary? 
5" Is there any relationship between intelligence and scores 
with either test, or with writing ability? 
5 
- - - ------------ ---
- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - --- -- ---~- -- - --- - - - - -
OHAP'l'ER II 
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH 
There have been ae"tteral rather complete reviews of research in the 
field of voc.a.bulary, One of the most important recent reviews was done by 
!I 
Seegars in 1945~ This study was based on research in vocabulary- develop-
ment and te:s·Ling. · It covered the period of 1942-.1.945. Two of the most 
pertinent ooJ:tclusions that Seegars arrived at were (1) That evidence points 
to the generl:d trend to study depth arid area of vocabulary as well as the 
most common triea.ni.ngs~ (2) !'t' is vital that. children have many concrete 
AYneriences ~~nd be made to fill tht!' .ne:ed !or self-... vnr-ession. 
-r , 2:/ · . . -~r 
Edgar Da.le ha.s compiled a bibliography of voca.b11lary studies~ It 
includes mos1; of the important studies done within the past twent.y-five 
years~ This gives an idea. of the many different aspects of vocabulary that 
have been in~restigated~ Some or these references deal with vocabularies of 
· special grouJ>s of children, as a particular grade or age level. Others deal 
with voca.buleLry tests. Many Master's theses are included in the bibliog-
raphy-, 
A summary of investigations comparing different types of tests was done 
IJ../Seegars, J • Conrad Vocabulary Problems in the Elementa:t-y School, Seventh 
[nnual Researc:h Bulletin, The National Conference on Research in English 
Chicago, Scott;, Foresman Co.,, 1939-. 
~Dale, Edgar BibliographY of VooabuJ..a:ry Studies Golwnbus, Ohio . State 
University, 19149. 
-6-
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by Kinney and Eurich. They conclude that with the variety of criteria 
used by different investigations, it is surprising that such consistent 
results have been obtained. In all of the comparisons used in this study 
the authors found that the recall and multiple-choice tests rank highest, 
while the true-false and essay-type rank lowest. Therefore, they are con-
vinced that the new type test has been shown to be at least as valid as the 
essay examination• y 
Greene and Jorgensen recognize the di.ffictilties involved in areating 
diagnostic. tests in the field of language and believe that it is very doubt-
ful if any truly diagnostic tests have yet been constructed. "The measure-
ment of ·general merit of written composition; il they state, ''while· dating 
well back into the history of educational measurement, bas not responded to 
efforts to improve it in proportion to the attention it has received•" They 
believe that this difficulty comes from the great complexity of the skills 
involved and from the vagueness with which these skills have been recognized 
Maey of the most extensive of vocabulary studies _}lave been concerned 
'. 
with compiling word counts of various sorts. Thorndike's efforts a.long this 
)./ . 
line have been. mentioned previously • ;ijprn 1 s study also was concerned 
lfZKinney, I..B, ·and Eurich, A.a. nA Summary of Investigations CGmparing Differ 
ant T.ypes of Teste" School and Society 36: 540-544, 1932~ ~Greene-, H,.A., ~d Jorgensen, A,N. The. Use and Interpretation' of Elem~ntary 
)School Te·sts New York~ Longmans, Green and Co, 19.35. 
b;aorn, Ernest A Basic Writin,g Vooabul~~ J.o_._OOO Words Most, Commonly Used 
~n writing, Iowa City: College of Education University of .Iowa, l926, 
7 
with adult vocabulary, but was wholly a compilation of words ueed in adult 
. ' 
:;·_ ~ writing.. His list was entitled 11B8.sic \1/'riting Vocabulary. tt In an article 
' 11 
in the April, 1939 issue of .the Elementarz .English Review Horn diaousses 
... 
the vai.iditr and reliability of adult vooabulary lists .• He compa~s the 
.first 5000 words in Thorndike's Teacher's Word Book w1 th the first 5000 
words in hie own basic vocabulary li.st~. He discovers that 3,669 of Horn's 
' .. 
are in the Thorndike list. Although this may seem remarkable afi first Horn 
comments. ibat, »It is not so remarkable when.one considers the degree to 
which certain basie meanings penneate all language expression. n From this 
study and from the depth of Wide experience in the whole field, Horn comes 
to this conclusion: 
''We have aceumulated. very dependable data on the four o'r .five 
thousand. words most pernt.anently, most frequently 1 and . most .uni versal.l.y 
used by adults.. And even for words far beyond these limits, we. have 
. the data. which e~able :us to deter.mi~e the .relative values et words 
with far greater precision than ~s poesible by methode of ~Udgment.ff 
·Y 
Ip 1936 Dolch pUblished a combined word llst - the purpose of wbi.eh 
was to offer alphabetiaally arranged all of the words in eleVen of the be11t 
known word llst.s ii Th~sa inelude studies baaed on children' .s spe.ecb or 
writing, adult letters and -reading matte:r. One o! the findings ol this 
investigation was based on a. summa:ry of many studies which showed. that 
ohi~d~eri kriaw approximatelY 2boo words when they enter e~hool. 
~Horn, Ernsst. 11The Validity and Rellabilit.y- o~ Adult Vocabulary Listsn 
ElementarY Erulilish Review 16: 129-1.34 April, 19.39. 
~Doleh - Buckin8ham., B.R. and Dolch, l!l.W •. A Combined vlord List 
Boston, New York: Ginn and Oo .• , 1936. 
8 
This is similar to a conclusion by A •. F. Watts. 17 Another feature of the 
work was the revelation of gaps in the master list. Also, there was dis-
agreeJII.ent found as to gradings of different words. One of the most needed 
pieces of information which was not giV'en was the meanings intended by the 
word forms. There is a great field for further research here. y 
Of recent word counts that were done by Henry D •. Rinsland is probably 
the most valuable. He has attempted to acTJire data for a basic vocabulary 
for school childr,n. He b~lieved this to be an important study beca~~e se 
many elementary school textbooks were found to contain too many hard words. 
Also, he believed that the lists of adult words were not necessarily basic 
to children is ?eeds becauee children ·do not use words with 'the same fre-
quency as adults. He states tha.·t more knowledge and addition.allists are 
required· for children's lists than' for adults lists. Rinsland undertook 
the study because, no previous study had .broadly sampled the writ:i:ngs of 
children from .~11 sections of the United States in all grades and in numbers 
comparab~e, to. the counts of Thorndike and Rom •. ·Other vecy valid reasons 
given wer~.; No previous study had fulfilled these particular specifioations 
which should be covered. None had (1) given .continuous data for all eight 
grades (2} given raw frequency or the actual number of times a word occurred 
in each grade (3) grouped words in each grade into groups of practical size 
for general.use (4) a measure of comparable frequency of ocourranoe from 
grade to grade • 
IY'Watts, A.F. The Language and Mental Development of Children (An Essay in 
!Educational PsychologY) London, W.O.: George G. Ha.rrap a.nd Co. Ltd., 1944. 
WRinsla.nd, Henry D. A Basic Vocabulary of Elementary School Children 
~ew York: The MacMillan Co., 1945. 
9 
The. sample obtained by Rinsla.nd is . tne richest from. the writings of 
child:ren•and.cotnparable to the largest cotiilt from.the·writings of adults" 
. Rinsland':s ' broad sampling shows: 
· 111• What a wide range of words may be used by children~ 
2. Finding a . number of wo:rda of three or more frequency is a 
strong indication that almost any word might be used by 
children if its meaning is understood and if it comes with-
in range of the subject of writing. 
3, It is definitely consist~nt with psychology of individual 
differences and the common scientific observation ·that 
rang~s objectively determineq are &lmost always wider.than 
those. subjectively estimated~ n · · · · · · 
11 
Me .Kee urges caution in the us.e of .word .lists in his article 1'Word 
Lists and Voc~bul~ry Difficulty in Reading Matter. n He claims that 
'''Bhere is a g~ea.t possibility o:f serious error. in. using 
reading word lists in an uncritical and mechanical .fashion for the 
judgment of th~ vooabul,a.ry dif:ficul.ty of a reading selection. 1' 
McKee shows by illustration that sentences can be constructed by using only 
words ,:from,. the .first 2.;000 of the Thorndike list; which are too dif.f~a~t-
for fourth-gr.ade children to under13tande. This .article was written before 
: ' • J ' : 
the Rinsland .li,st. was published• '!'here is reason to believe that. this list 
could be .muoh.move safely used .. than ,either the Thornd,ike or Horn. ~st •. 
'2' . . . \ l_.=t.; 
. Fitzgerald . also ,had compiled a. word list taken from ohildren,ts· letter 
: . ' . ' I', 
written outsi~e of schoo~ •. Three thousan~ one hundred eighty four letters 
written by ohi+ctren of the 4thJ 5th and 6th grades were used, These repre-
·. 
sented ~ croli.?s-section o~ the country, as they came from. 4l. states, 
~~ct<e~, Pacl. IIRese~ch Values .in Chudren' s Writing V'oca.buiaries" 
Bibliog. Elementary English Review 7t 73-77 Marah 1930. I . ·. . . . . 
WFitzgerald, James A. 11The Vocabul~y o:f Ohil<;lren's Letters Written in Life 
Outside the School" Elementary School Journal 34: 35e-370 January, 1934. 
10 
Fitzgerald also noted spelling errors in words. This study was done prior 
te the Rinsland study, and is not nearly so complete. 
Many educators are intensely interested in the-subject of vocabulary 
1.. . 
development. Several have come to the conclusion that teaching lists of y 
words out of context has little value. Bertha Handlari says.t ''Not only is 
the procedure largely wasted effort~ but it also suggests to students that 
they have no responsibility for words beyond those specifically taught and 
that words have meaning outside context." y 
Shirley Meek asserts that creative writing doesn!t just happen but is 
a laborious process which is encouraged by all kinds of devices to make it 
grow into a real living thing,. 
21 
Cronback lists types of behavior that may be called for in under-
standing a word. 
1. Mastery of the term as a generalization 
2. Selection of words appropriate to a given situation - application 
3 • Recall of different meanings - breadth of meaning 
4• Application of term to all possible situations - precision 
5. Use of concept in thinking and discussion - B,Viailability 
!RJ'Handlan, Bertha 11VocabUlary Development" Elementary EnA,.lish Review 
1~3: 35~·357 December, 1946. 
tyMeek, Shirley ncreative Writing" National Elementary Principal 
l20: 346-5.3 July, 1941. ~~Cronback, Lee J. "An Analysis of Techniques for Diagnostic Vocabulary 
rresting" Journal of Educational Research 36: 206-217 November, 1942. 
11 
,,_.\ 
An •"Y"nariment in vocabulary building was c. arried out by Harold 
'!}- . 
Bernard. He came to the conclusion that a studen~e' vocabulary grows in 
college regardless of whether or not he makes a special effort to improve 
it. Also, he discovered that there is a measurable gain in vocabulary in 
college in only six weeks. His final conclusion was that students who give 
vocabulary specific attention may gain about twice as rapidly as others who 
are not conse~ously trying for improvement~ y 
In an article on "Written and Spoken Vocabularies of Children" Rahja · 
suggests that there are at least four types of vocabulary that can be attrib4 
. 
uted to each individual - hearing, reading, writing and speaking •. He says 
that hearing and reading vocabularies far exceed the range of both writing 
and speaking~ Then he adds that speaking has a wider range than writing,. 
21 
Watts · would disagree with this statement. He says, 
;_ . ., 
11It is clear that the vocabularies at the command of children 
for the pUrposes of writing must be greater than those which se~e 
them for everyday speech. In writing many words flow readily from 
the pen which do not come trt,ppingly from the tongue. u Jt/ '' 
Durrell ha.s classified the four,vocabulary types into two grov,ps. 
1. Involving intake of ideas (reading, hearing) 
2. Involving out-put of ideas (speaking., writing). Using basal 
readers and social studies texts (intermediate grades) Durrell 
. ' 
!!¥Bernard, Harold W. tJAn Experiment in Vocabulary Building" School and 
rooietz 53: 742-3 June, 1941. 
i.YRahja:, J • M, "Wl;'itte~ and Spoken V.ocabularies of Children" 
~lementarY En~lish Review 10: 74-77 March, 1933~ 
llfWatts, A, F, The LBn211ruze and Mental Develonment of children (An Essay in 
!Educational Psychology) London, W~ c.: George G, Harrap and Co. Ltd., 1944. 
lwnur"ll, Donald D; Sullivan, Helen B. 11Vocabulary Instruction in the 
~ntermediate Grades 11 Elementary English Review 15: 138-145 April, 1938, 
12 
constructed a word list. Only words were recorded which did not 
appear on the Gates Primary List. He obtained lists of from 500 
to 700 words at each intermediate grade level. 
Tests 
Hundreds of experiments have been tried to dete~ne which type of 
.. '~· vocabulary test is most authentic in indicating the vocabulary ability of 
an iridividual. or group of individuals.· Wt.- include here only those which 
seem most pertinent to the present study. 
i-
·y .. 
Stalnaker has reported an experiment with the use of two types of 
tests- recognition and recall. The ·recognition test was of tbe·muitiple-
. . 
choice type and contained one hundred items. The recall test required 
' . 
the student to write the omitted word in the blank space in the sen't?ence. 
The initial letter of the word was given and one or more synonyms. The 
tests were not equated. The same words were not used. 
As a result of this study Stalnaker comes to the conclusion that "a 
reco_gni tion and a recall vocabulary test give scores which cott'eiate so high-
ly that for almost all purposes the test ma.y be used which, on-the basis of 
other consideration, is most desirable.,u 
A report on Recall and Recognition tests has also been made by Dorothy y 
Andrews on the college level. ·.rrhe test used was comp<:>sed of 160 items: -
80 ·recognition and 80 recall. The structure of the tests <was controlled by 
using two forms• One was the reverse of the other.. T.he recall qu,estions 
~Stalnaker, J. M. "Recognition and Recall in a Vocabulary Test~ Pedagogical 
Seminary and Journal of Genetic Psychology 46: ·463-464 June, 1935• · 
~Andrews, Dorothy ''A Oomparison of Two New-Type Questions; Recall and 
~ecognition" Journal of Education~l Psychologz 29: 175-93; March, 1938. 
1.3 
on the :first test were·necognition questions on the second test, and reoog-
ni tion items became recall items~ One rather important- :fact was revealed 
by this study'-which others have noted~pefore - that questions demanding 
relatively unaided rec~ll are m6re difficult than re~ognition questions 
covering the sam~ subject matter~ · Andrew~ also noted th~t. the best, stu4ents 
tend to do equapy well .on b_otp. kin~s of items. She also discoyer.ed tb,a.t 
the poorer students :find th~ recall ques~ions relatively more difficult 
than do the bett~r students. It~ analysis of the. recogniti9n and reoa.ll 
items also indicated greater difficulty for reca~ questions. 
-·... . y '' ,., 
Courtney, Bucknam and Durrell report studi.es of Multiple-Choice-
Recall versus oral and writ ten recall, In . C9urtney 1 s study of p.inth grade 
students the tests were carefully prepared. Care was taken to construct 
. . 
questions that would be equally .fair to both types of test. Selections were 
read by pupils who wrote all tht'lY could remetnber of 'What they h~ read,. 
Questions were constructed tor most frequently recorded ideas •. Results of 
' ' 
testing s~owed that ecores on the multiple-choice teet were. markedly higher 
than on the written recall test.. The authors report, "It is evident from 
t~s study that multiple-choice recall does.not insure comparable written 
recall .. 11 Because many pupils who obtained high scores on the multiple-choic~ 
test received low scores on the written recall test there is valid r,eason 
tor feeling that the usual reading test should be supplemented with measures 
of written recalle 
¥_Courtney, Douglas; Bucknam., Margaret E;' Durrell, Donald D. 
''Multiple Choice Recall Versus Oral and Written Recallu . 
. Journal of ·Educational Research .36: 45S-61February, 1946 •. 
14 
Bucknam Is study is a comparj,.son of oral recall, written recall and 
multiple-choice recall with 5th grade children~ Bucknam prepared six selec-
' : ; i ~ I • 
tiona to be used by the children. She then made a list of majof ideas which 
was to be used as a check list f~~~ scoring oral and wi-itten recall. A 
multiple-choice teat was prepared using fihree items for each of the major 
ideas, Tw'o ntajor findings of t~s study were:· 
'' \.. ! I 
1, Confirmation of the finding t.ha.t· 11multiple-choice recall is con-
siderably easier than unaided recall,; either written or oral~ •• 
2. "Thes.e findings emphasize the need for measuring fluency or oral 
0 ' 
and written recall in analyzing the reading ability of pupils~ 11 y 
An experimental study was done by Hurlbtirt on: 
11The Relative Value of Recall and Recognition Techniques !or 
Measuring Precise Knowledge of Word Meanings ""' Nouns,; Verbs, Adjectives 
As a result of this study she concludes that the two types of tests 
used in thi:s study appear to have only a. limited number of. factors in 
common. She also reports that; 11oo~f:t'icients of correlation !or re-
cogni.tion- multiple choice test form and mental age are approx:i.ln.ately 
the same as the c~efficients of correlation for recall -·comple~ion 
test form and mental age•" y 
An interesting study was done by Sims on II.Tb_e Reliabil;i._ty and 
Validity of Four Types of Vocabulary Tests. 11 The four tests used in the 
study were (1) Identification ~ests (2) Multiple-response tests (3) Matching 
tests' (4) Checking tests.. Sims sllmma.rizes the investigation as follows: 
1• "The reliability ·coefficients for the fo:ur- types pf tests .are. 
approximately equal and rather high• 
2.- The inte·r-oorrelation among t.h~ te·sts :i.~ Mgh ':for iaerit~liicati:on, 
multiple-response and matching, but the checkilli test .do.es p.qt, 
show very satisfactory correlati-on with any of the1 oth'er tests~ 
!fHurlburt1.· L,.D. uTh. e Relative Valu. e of Recall and R~cogn:ition' Techniques for f!~asuring .t'recise, 1\xlowledge of vlord Meaning.-.:.. ·r~ouns; Verbs, ·Aiijectives 11 
~~E~~lt9~~ Doctor's Dissertation Boston; ·Bos~o~ University, Sc~~ol of Educa-
~Sims, Verna Martin 11The Reliability and Valid~ty of Four Types of Vocabulary 
f'ests" :Journal of Experimental Research 20t 91-96 September. 1929. 
1.5 
3• There is some evidence that the matching test gives the most 
satisfactory group measure of vooab)llary." 
Sims believes that the ass~ption "~:-hat the checking test .measures 
. ' 
vocabulary is a doubtful one. In this he disagrees somewhat with Dolch wh¢ 
se~s quite enthusiastic about the possibilities of the check-list type of 
. . 
test, He says, "The free-association method seemed to have unusual merits 
. . 
for our purpo~e. 11 . 
•·'' 11 . 
Cronbach h~s· done a study o~: . 
. "Analysis· o£ Techniques !for 'Vocabulary Testing.n He emphasizes 
the importan~e of ascertaining how well a student knows a worti. in' aU 
of its various meanings. He stiltes that. there· is reason 1?o be;lieve 
that Hya'l"ious types. of tests m8As'lire v~rio~s aspects o:f 'Word ~no'W'ledgelf 
and that therefore, "it is important to see which testing procedure is 
appropriate for each level•" · 
In· sUmmary of this study Cronbach says: 
11It appears important in rua.ey situations to dete:nlrl.ne how p:r;e-
cisely.a student understands .a word rather than whether he can pass a 
single item test on the words •. In other cases, one may wish to analyze 
objectively just what meaning a word.has for a student, without neces-
sarily implying that one meaning is. correct. For either of these pur-
poses, the multiple true .. .false technique appears to have potential 
advantages. 
The ultimate developmeJlt. of this.or any other answer to the prob-
lems of vocabulary testing must be carried on through the work o£ spe-
cialists in the various subject fields/ It is hoped that this pres-
entation will lead workers in these areas to try this technique, so 
that more conclusion data on its validity and usefu+ness may be 
.obtained• 1' · 
1/0ronbach, L. J •. Op .• cit~ 
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CHAPTER III 
PLAN AND CONDUCT OF THE STUDY 
In order to carry out this experiment (to determine the relationship 
between two types of tests and children's written vocabulary) it was f'irst 
necess~r,y to construct the tests. In order to have a valid measure of cam-
parison 'it was mandatory that the two tests evoke response concerning iden-
tical vocabulary. Test itents, empirically chosen, dealt with nouns·, adjec-
tives and verbs •. The catego:r;-ies ·selected called !or: 
1. names of colors 
2. names of wild animals 
.3 • names of. workers and leaders 
4. words which tell size 
5~.. words which tell how a person o:r animal moves. 
' y 
Wo:rds were selected from Thorndike is list of 10 ;000 words commonly 
used. All words !o11 .. "'1d :in tba Thorndike list (in each of these categories) 
were 'li1sed in ·the construction of the test, 
The first test '"' the Recall Test wa.s divided into five sectioe. Each 
section had similar directions asking the pupil to .list as many words as 
possible under each category, 
The second test was the Recognition Test. The items were arranged in 
mixed order in five aections ... The division wa.s made merely to make the 
e. QlThorndike, Edward ~e The Teacherls Word Book- a List of 10,000 Words 
~ew York City: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1921.. · 
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appearance of the test less formidable. The first section contained many 
of the easier items:;. the last section many of the more difficult. These 
were not arranged according to any statistical survey of difficulty of i tams 
but simply according to the judgment. of the· author.· Each category in this 
test was. ~;v~n a 4.ifferen~ ntmilier. ~e ~~r'ectioils were: PlAce the oo~rect 
number bes~de each "!ord •. A sa,mple :t.est 'was ~ven by .the :tea~he:t; on th~ 
blackboa~ . p:r;-e,ceding yhe Reqogl}i.tion Test. 
I , · • i ' , • ' · • ,., '.::. I ·. 
~fter ~he two ~ests were oompleteq they were tried out on an experimen-
.•• . . • ' ' 'j ' l• 
tal group. This ·group consisted of thi:r;ty-five sixth graders, as the te.sts 
• ; ' I ~ ' ! ' : j : ' : • 
were to P,e given finally.to sixth grade pupils. This pre-test was necessar,r 
' • -, I ! . 
so that the ~pp~o~ate amount of time required by the tests could be deter-
mined~ Also, re.acM.on of ,pu~ils to the tests could be observed. It was 
especially i.nl.por¥ut to note with what ease or difficulty directions could 
I ' : ' ' 1 
be followed. 
The results of the pre•test show?d that.the tests consumed a reasonable 
~ .. 
amount of time and that directions were easily followed• The records from 
the tests of this experimental group were not included in the final compila• 
tion of results. 
After the tests had T:reen constructed ar1d the pre-testing completed it 
was necessary t~ plan specific types of motivation for theges. It was not 
possible to suppl! stimuli w~ch would call forth the same vocabl!llary used 
in the tests. In other words, the specific yocabulary in th~ tes~s and the 
;'vocabulary in the themes were not necessarily related• 
A sampling of children's llr!'i ting broad enough to be significant was 
felt ,~~ ~e! ~portant. Therefore, 1t' wa5 decided to a.sk for tlnlee th~s 
from each child. As motiyation for the first theme a still picture was 
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shown all pupils. Questions were askeq concerning the picture to arouse 
interest. Then the pupils were asked to write the story of the picture. 
The second theme was written following the introduction of an exciting 
story, This introduction was purposely cut short at a. time when the lis- • 
tener was in suspense as to what would happen next. The children were then 
asked to conclude the story. Tb.e third theme was , written following the 
showing of a one-reel film' They were told to write the story of the movie 
/' 
as they remembered it. 
This experiment was conducted in eight schools near Boston• Of the 
one hundred eighty pupils taking part, complete records on. tests and themes 
were obtained from one hundred f~fty. Of these, eighty were girls and 
seventy were boys, 
Other information·obtained was: Chronological age and Intelligence 
Quotients, .(These were transformed to mental age) Unfortunately; the 
mental ages were obtained from three different intelligence tests; as the 
same tests were not used in all schools taking part ·in the experiment. 
f/.)4£« When the data ::w&g- complete, tests were corrected and word coUI}ts on 
themes tabulated, First, a count was made of the total number of words on 
~each theme; then the three scores for each pupil were added. This gave the 
total running vocabulary on all. themes for each child. In order to deter-· 
mine which themes contained the richest vocabulary all words on the first y 
three levels of the Durrell "Frequency-of-Use" word list were cancelled •. 
This was done for each theme and the totals for each pupil added. 
!!/Durrell, Donald DJ Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities 
1onkers-on-Hudson, New York: World Book Co., 1940~ 
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This gave the total running vocabulary beyond the "easyll J.evel. for all 
themes •. ·From these resuJ.ts all similar words were. cancelled, so that no 
single word was counted twice. This gave the total number of different 
words beyond the easy leve1. 
A chart was then constructed which gave the following information: 
1.. Nallle of pupil 
2. Chronological age in years 
J. Chronological age in months 
; 
4. Intelligence quot~ent 
. . 
5. Mental age in year.s 
6. Mental age in months 
7. Score on·Test I 
8. Score on Test II 
9. All themes - total words 
10. Al1 themes - tota1 words beyond easy 1evel. 
11. All themes - different words beyond easy level. 
Frequency tables were then constructed for each of these categories. 
The mean and standard deviation for each were then computed. ~se tab1es 
included all pupi1s. Then similar tables'were made for each ef tbe sexes. 
Means and standard deviation were also found for these. Critica1 Ratto 
tables and correlations were found comparing many different sets ci data. 
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OHAP'l'ER IV 
. ANALYSIS OF DATA 
As previously explained this experiment consisted of two tests, plus 
word count on themes., Sample tests are included in the appendix. These 
were simply constructed and easily scored. 'The these data and the ~est re-
sults can be found. ~n. the chart in the appendix which gives ~11. raw scqres 
obtained from the experiment~ 
A frequency chart comparing the recall test and the recognition tetJt 
was constructed~ Orl tical ra.:t.io table$ comparing the tests, and the re1a-
tionship between scores of boys and girls versus the two tests &I;l,d the three 
types of theme d.ata. Correlations were found between all data obtained from 
raw scores in the experime:nt. 
Descriptive Data - Chart I 
Frequency Chart Comparing Recall (I) and Recognition (II) Tests 
Class Interval Test I Test II 
325 - 344 
305 --324 26 
282 - 304 
265 - 284 . 28 
245 - 26J 20 
225 - 24J 13 
205 - 22 11 
185 - 204 
16~ - 184 
105 - 12~ 4 
85 - 10~ 25 
65 - 8~ 43 
45'- 64 60 
25- 44 18 
(concluded on next page) 
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Chart I (concluded) 
.-
Class I]lterval Test I Test II 
e - .. \< ·~.-150 150 
' Mean 66.87 268 ... 70 
s. D. 18.50 ·L:i. •. 70 
This chart shows clearly the wide d~acrepancy in ecores between the 
recall and reco~tion~tests, The highest scores on the recall test are 
I 
lower than the lowest scores on the recognition test. A comparison or the 
means of the two tests sqows that pupils were able to recognize about. four 
times·. as many words as they were able to recall. 
'. 
.. Table I 
Medians* Quartilesi Interguartile Ranges 
' M~i:lfan:' 2-l 23 Interquartile ·~ Range 
; 
... 
·~--~ ll.7·YJ!'s., 
I ' uhronolo~cal Age ~Monthl;,y:}·. 141.2~ 18~~82 l!f2.82 12.26 
II 
· 12,.5 ;Vrs_._ 
II Mental Age ~MonthlY) 120 1~6~~~ 122~62 2~!~0 
' ... 
II . .......... ..,..,.... __ 
., 
II I. Q'. 106.10 2~!12 11~i9~ '20!80 
' .. II 
A compar~soh of the median and interqua:rtile range is table I shows a 
-
median of 11,..7 years for the chronological age (with a :range of 1.4 .• 96); 
while the m~dian for mental age is 12.5 (with a r~e of 2,3.30). Thu.s, the 
mental age is slightly higher than the chronologi ~a;L age 1 while the range in 
mental age shows a wider spread than that of the chronological age. The 
: 
median I.2 of 106.10 is slightly above the median of 100 for 
population. 
Table II 
Critical Ratio - Recall and Recognition Tests 
Tests Mean 
I - Recall 66.87 
II - Recognition 
268.7 
S.E. 
m 
1.51 
3.49 
::l • .l:!.:. 
Diff. S.D. 
18.50 201.83 3.80 
42.70 
53.11 
This critical ratio (in table II of 53.11 would be expect-
ed after a study of the frequency chart comparing these tests. 
This is higher than other experimental data has shown regarding 
recall and recognition items. However, many of these other ex-
periments involved recall and recognition of ideas rather than 
of simple vocabulary. 
Table III 
Critical Ratio - Boys . (Test I) v.s. Girls (Test I) 
Test I S.E.m S.D. Diff. S. E. Recall Mean Ml - M2 Diff. c. R. 
-
Boys 66.70 2.29 19.20 .90 .89 1.01 
Girls 67.60 2.11 18.90 
23 
. 
Table IV 
Critical Ratio - Boys {Test II) v.s. Girls (Test II) 
Test II S.E. Di:ff. s.E. 
Recognition Mean m S.D. Ml - M2 Di:ff. c. R. 
Boys 264. 5.72 47,90 8.9 3.98 2.24 I 
Girls 272.9 4.12 36.80 
Critical ratios obtained by comparing boys and girls 
scores on test I and II are shown in tables III and IV. The 
:figures :for test I·shows a critical ratio of' 1.01, or very 
little difference in the scores for the two sexes. The critica: 
ratio :for test II is 2.24. The mean for the girls is 272.9 or 
eight points higher than the mean of' 264 for the boys. 
Table V 
Critical Ratio - Boys (Total Words) v. s. Girls (Total Words) 
Themes S. Elll S.D. Dif:f. if. E. Total Words Mean Ml- M2 Diff'. c. R. 
Boys 597.72 25.38 212.40 8&12 17.27 .47 
Girls 589.60 l8.6l. 166.40 
24 
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Table VI 
-critical Ratio - Boys {Words Beyond Level) 
v. s. Girls \Words _]3eyond Levell 
Themes o • .l:!.i. s. D. Diff. S. E. :e Words B.L. Mean m Ml - M2 Diff. c. R. 
Boys 170.28 9.53 79.80 10.48 2.59 4.05 
-
Girls 159.80 9.89 88.40 
Table VII 
Critical Ratio - Boys (Different Words Beyond Level 
v.s. Girls _{?ifferent Words _!?_e:;yond Level) 
Themes Se E. s. D. Diff. s. E. m Diff. W.B.L. Mean Ml _M2 Diff. c. R. 
Boys 131.80 7.67 64.20 11.40 5.76. 1.98 
Girls 120.40 5.08 45.40 
--
Table VIII 
Critical Ratio - Bois ~I.Q..) v. s. Girls (I.Q,.) 
I. Q,. Mean s. E.m s. D. Diff. s. E. 
Ml - M2 Diff. c. R. 
Boys 104.45 1.70 14.20 .15 .6! .24 
Girls 104.30 1.66 14.85 
The three critical ratios for tables v3 VI and VIII show: 
e (a) no significant difference in total words written by boys 
and girls (C.R s .47) (b) the boys definitely ahead of the girl~ 
on total words beyond the easy level (C.R. 4.05). (c) boys somej 
• 
what in advance of girls on the different words beyond the 
easy level. These comparisons are interesting in contrast 
with the girlst lead on test scores • 
Table IX 
Correlation - Reca!l and Recognition 
Tests - Themes 1Written Vocabulary) 
Recall Test Recognition Test 
Total Words - Themes r - .44 S.D.= .066 r= .84 S.D. : .072 
Total Words Beyond Level r= .58 S.D.= .054 r= .54 S.D. = .058 
11---------------------------------·-·-
Different Words Bey. L. r = .54 S.D.= .058 r: .49 S.D. = .062 
It might have been expected that there would be a much high 
er correlation between the recall test and written vocabulary 
than between the recognition test and written vocabulary. How-
ever, the correlations in table IX show only slightly higher 
correlations for the recall test in each section. The correla-
tion for recall v.s. total words was .44 with a standard devia-
tion of .066; for recognition v.s. total words - r = .34 with a 
standard deviation of .072. In comparing tests with total word~ 
beyond the easy level we find,· recall - r = 58 s D 05LL · 
. ' . . - . ~, 
recognition - r ; .54, S.D.= .059. The two tests correlated 
.~. _ with different words beyond the easy level show: recall - r = .~14 
with a standard deviation of .058 and recognition - r : .049 wit4 
a standard deviation of .062. 
' 
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Table X 
Correlation - Mental Age v.x. Themes and Tests I and II ~~~~~~~----~~--~-~--~~~~~-------
Mental Age 
--------------~----------~----~-----------------------------------,---
Themes - Total Words r = .3l S.D. = .074 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------1 
Themes - Total W. Bey. L. r • .4l S.D. = .068 
Themes - Different W. Bey. L r = .43 S.D. : .067 
Test I - Recall r : .49 S.D. - .062 
Test II- Recognition r = .64 S.D. : .049 
The correlations o~ mental age and theme data are not high. 
A comparison of correlation between mental age and the two test 
is interesting. The correlation with test I is only .49, S.D • 
• 062, while the correlation with test II is .64, S.D •• 049. 
This higher correlation with the recognition test may be due to 
the ~act that the group mental tests ~rom which scores were ob-
tained have an element of recognition vocabulary in their con-
struction. 
Table XI 
Correlation.- Test I- Recall v.s.- T~st II- Recognition 
Recall 
Recognition r : .62 or = .050 
27 
table XI ghows the correlation between the recall and recognition 
tests. This correlation was _computed to be ,62 with a standard deviation 
of .o;o. 
I; 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study would have been mQre valid if the author had been able to 
conduct the experiment personally. However, the teachers in the classrooms 
carried out directions carefully and were faithful in returning promptly all 
material. 
It is rather disappointing to find that the results of an experiment 
such as this are not what one expected to find. - As has been noted before; 
one test did not show significantly higher scores in relation to written 
vocabulary than the other. 
The high correlation of mental age and scores on the recognition test 
can be discounted, as the mental test given was a written group test rather 
than the individual B~net test. 
The interesting results of correlations between boys and girls with 
tests and word count might indicate that boys in general have a slightly 
higher written vocabulary than gir,IE}, although many mQrt~~ similar experiments 
would have to be conducted to make a definit,e statement about this. 
Conclusions Drawn from This Study 
1. Children are able to recognize approximately four times as many 
words as they are able to recall. 
2. Recall tests predict only slightly more than recognition tests 
length and quality of written vocabulary. 
3. Girls obtain higher scores than boys on vocabulary teats; while 
boys get higher scores in length and richness of vocabulary. 
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4. There is a wider range in mental age in any given class than in 
chronological age. 
5 • There is a higher correlation between vocabulary tests and rich-
ness of vocabulary than with total word count. 
30 
CHAPTER VI 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RmSEARGH 
There were many aspects of this experiment which could have been im-
proved or enlarged upon. Other'similar experiments might prove to be valu-
able. Some: further studies which could be made are: 
1~ A comparison of the various categories used in this teat to dis-
cover which elicited the greatest response. 
2,. Conduct a similar study using Benet intellige~ce tests rather than 
group t~sts and comparing with results on recall and recognition 
~ ,,;, 
tests and word count• (This should give a more valid e-orBelation 
of intelligence with these :items) 
3,.. A. study could be made of different types of motivation tc:> deter-
mine which one stimulated the greatest response in tot~l words 
written and in richness of vocabulary. 
4. A comparison of these vocabulary tests with achievement tests in 
reading and vocabulary. 
5. A similar study on two grade levels (as 6th and 7th) comparing th~ 
results of the tests and word count· on written vocabulary. 
6. A comparison of many similar studies to see if boys' scores on 
written vocabulary are slightly higher than girls' scores, as this 
study indicates. 
-31-
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RAW SOORES 
·-
Girls {No.) Age I. g. Test I Teat II Total W1 Total B1 L1 Diff. B .. L1 
1 11.7 so 56 220 335 88 66. 
2 10.9 102 47 228 32.3 82 62 
-~ 3 12.10 94 57 .··.242 . 469 119 82 
... 4 14.6 77 63 193 574 148. 105 
5 11,3. 89 32 262 318 6'7 54 
6 u.s as 59 257 454 11.3 95 
7 11.7 90 46 247 47?. 130 104 
.; a 12.7 85 44 273 714 162 ll9 
9 12.7 95 69 264 362 ll4 71 
10 12.8 85 77 256 71;4 167 117 
11 u,u 72 42 163 581 116 86 
12 14.2 65 62 234 890 208 137 
..... _ 13- 11.7 100 71 289 477 148 lll 
14 11.7 125 a? 309 4J.7 104 82 
15 12.4 106 85 3ll 547 180 139 
16 12.11 85 38 229 544 135 '98 
17 11.8 112 53 287 6oo 16.3 139 
18 . 11.10 110 77 290 437 113 92 
19 1.3.6 81 59 266 536 15J l27 
20 11.5 98 52 . 2'57 584 160 l2l. 
21 11~11 100 70 300 4J_O 102 80 
22 11.8 123 46 271 7.30 203 157 
23 12.8 123 65 281 6,38 150 1.20 
24 u.s 109 83 291 641 193 . 157 
25 11.7 105 99 294 931 314 242 
26 n.o 122 92 294 780 290 217 
27 11.3 114 63 273 662 198 151 
28 11~9 ll3 82 296 761 269 203 
29 11.2 143 100 327 774 234 174 
30 12 .• 10 91 75 28.3 785 258 204 
31 11.,0 125 82 309 779 230 180 
32 11.6 99 57 258 412 107 86 
3.3 14.1 76 58 148 483 11.3 86 
34 11.11 106 87 296 629 173 136 
35 11,5 10,3 6,3 .310 756 237 194 
,36 11.5 115 91 ,302 664 217 172 
37 11~9 98 6o 260 439 96 so 
38 12.2 89 53 208 578 1.26 92 
39 12.0 12.3 99 308 705 220 183 e 40 11.o5 103 89 291 443 101 82 4J. ll.4 97 68 244 816 20S 153 
42 11.2 120 ll3 337 907 269 212 
43 ll.2 1.24 96 324 524 177 1,36 
(continued on the next page) 
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RAW SCORES. (continued) 
e Girls (No 1 ) Age I. Q. Test I Test II Total W1 Total B!L! D1f!1 B.L, 44 11.4 120 105 311 1278 401 2.94. 45 ll.6 ll7 90 299 452 118 88 
46 u.s 112 98 .314 523 156 115 
47 li.5 122 74 296 ' . 6.31 204 149 
48 ll.7 105 86 301 482 146 92 
49' 11~3 115 61 '.320 715 225', 180 
50 11.2 120 90 334 724 214. 164 51. 11~2 120 77 325 547 16i' 116 
52 11.5 105 37 274 59.2 142:: 88 
53 12~7 105 56 267 709 149. 113 
54 11~10 98 51 290 470 110 79 55 11.8 107 45 281 649 140. 102 56 12,~ 99 70 245 643 184 145 
57 u;9, 104 40 226 700 172 134 58 11~11 103 44 298 450 100 72 
59 ll~2 105 75 ~86 470 119 95 60 12a 108 58 282 4137 123, 90 61 12•1 116 75 307 795 242 167 62 12.2 105 40 275 423 104 77 63 12,10 112 64 300 725 173 .· 128 64 lli8 ill 65 295 417 107 82 
65 11~8 .. 109 55 267 608 121 102 
66 ·13.0; 85 38 239 411 84;' 64 
67 11.3 117 73 250 ·599 136 100 68 12,1 87 61 271 708 174. ll2 
69 11.5 115 58 277 734 170. 128 
70 15,.0 . 74 72 221 508 140 96 
71 12,;9 . 88 57 234 548 116' 89 72 12.4 97 .51 202 601 116 .~ 87 
73 11.2 118 66 274 501 136 98 
74 11,7 129 66 '305 548 135 .. 98 
75 11;.8 101 71 249 707 . 177 122 
76 11.1 116 75 277 457 122' 91 
77 ll·4· 101 54 269 425 122 96 
78 12 .• 4 97 49 279 442 81 67 
79 n.n 101 37 227 378 91 70 
80 11.4 115 38 257 630 136' 101 
' . 
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RAW SCORES (continued) 
:e Boys (No.-) Aile I. Q. Test I Test II Total W. Total B•L• Di£.t• B.L. 81 n.2 138 91 294 765 286 214 
82 l 10.10 122 80 292 699 223 167 
83. n-1o ll3 99 306 1079 349 282 
84 n.6 ll4 90 305 687 216 178 
85 13~,3 104 107 301 780 248 196 
86 11el0 119 79 318 981 405 338 
87 12.10 128 98 323 959 340 282 
88 u.s ll9 119 307 . 790 297 270 
89~ 1.141 0 lll 79 295 646 215 161. 
90 ll.4 ll3 96 320 1278 431 301 91; 11.5 lll 83 330 780 171 "' 1.36 
92 11,6 112 88 300 1143 375 284 
93 11•5 ll6 70 276 4B7 151 ll9 
94 12•2 113 69 295 658 182 137 
95 llo~7 116 89 325 698 236 195 
96 n.1 90 103 284 483 140 112 
97 11,5 96 59 228 428 122 95 
98 13•2 81 46 202 424 102 66 
99 n.4 120 91 318 760 191 145 
100 12.1 102 73 273 599 164 106 
101 11•4 117 69 248 673 216 160 
102 n.1 108 58 217 460 132 104 
~ 103 n.6 109 87 264 568 123 94 
·- 104 n;3 120 58 308 514 147 114 
105 11,2 118 92 306 544 143 112 
106 11.6 llO 74 263 595 166 125 
107 115 ll7 so 302 645 160 118 ~ 
108 13~0 75 46 172 173 47 40 
109 n.7 1o6 55 225 358 95 67 
110 10•11 104 55 269 524· 165 ll6 
lll 12.6 90 56 295 326 81 61 
112 13.6 94 55 214 561 113 83 
n3 12~5 94 46 .228 300 73 63 
ll4 12•3 101 50 268 357 93 68 
ll5 l2.1 no 6; 297 294 72 ;a 
116 12•5 100 55 309 681 2G7 174 
ll7 11~7 120 83 3ll 762 235 191 
ll8 l.J3.'o3 76 . 45 276 646 176 153 
119 12,0 no 66 270 767 2:31 160 ,. 
.... 120 u.s 97 43 235 915 237 151 
e 121 n.1 118 6S 296 697 207 179 122 12.5 81 52 194 516 128 lll 
123 12.0 101 78 314 696 213 18g 
124 12.3 89 46 185 607 139 9a 
(continued on the next page) 
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RAW SCORES (concluded) 
Bo_ys iNo.) Atte I,~. Test I Test II Total W. Total B.L. Ditf. B.L. 125 12.3 gg 47 198 561 1U 122 126 13.7 77 25 214 499 121 92 127 12,9 81 45 151 599 15.3 109 128 12.10 88 62 265 654 172 133 129 11~6 95 .38 167 711 152 105 130 11.10 88 5.3 228 457 108 82 131 12.1 97 54 2.55 759 184 122 1.32 12.0 106 60 218 
.394 114 82 1.3.3 12,6 . 104 75 264 30$, 89: 71 1.34 12,3: 110 . 35 ,182 154 44 .39 1.35: 12.8' 108 8.3 .· 305 377 lo7: 8.3 1.36 13.4· 99 40. . 262 268 69: 59 137. 13.11 83 40 211 305 94 68 138 11 •. 2. 111 64 265 505 142, 105 
139 10.10 125 72 293 447 109 81 
140 ll~7 98 .29 .275 623 138 115 141; 13,3 86 62 294 584 145: 105 
1.42 ll!5 112 51 220 534 13S 97 1.4.3 12.0 97 60 159 595 ll5 S7 
1.44 12.1 121 74 308 . 588· l7!l 141 
145 13.1. 85 47 ,181 565 lU 87' 146 13;8 96 58 211 826 196: 134 
147 13.0 86 47 .222 4S9 102 69 
148 11.10 1.33 75 329 56.3 185 140 
149 11.4 107 63 247 406 ll7 94 150 12.0 117 50 310 700 229 16.3 
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Nam..e ~ ••.•••••••.••••••••••••••••• 
.. 
Age •• •••••••• ~ ~ •• • ••• Grade ~ ...... ~ ~ .•••• ~ -• 
:, I\ 
School ••• ~·········~···~~···••• Boy or Girl ••••• ~···• Date! ~ ..•••• ~ ~ , ~ ~ • , • •· 
\ 
Place .the correct number beside each word. 
(1) names of colors 
' (i) names of' wild animal.ri .· .. (3l names of workers .and leaders (4 words which tell size · · · 
(5 words which tell how a pet"son or animal moves 
( ) blue ( ) march ( ) golden ( ) range ( ) charge ~ ) tall ( ) leap ( ) fox ( ) 't;lutcher ) rat ( ) mole ( ) black ( ~ elephant ( ) bak~r ~ ) mount ( ) large ( walk ( ) silver ) .dog-.catcher ( ) solicitor ( ) minute ( ) gray ( ) little ( ~ spring ( ) swing ( ) jum.p ( ) panther ( historian 
( ) gold ( ) pl'inoipal { ~ s~ ( ) deer ( ) school teacher ( ) hare ( rose ( ~· wide ( ) fat ( ) long ( ) roll ( stag 
( ) mouse ( ) grocer ( ) hedgehog ( ) footman ( ) dance ( 1 wolf ( ) big ( ) crowd ( ) lumber ( small ( )fly ( ) cook 
( ) drummer ( ) brown· ( ~ manager ( ) least ( ) white ( ) run ~· step ( ) red ( ) slip ( ) equal ( ) lion ( ) writer 
( ) milkman ( ) muskrat ( ) green ( ) rabbit 
( ) fall ( ) race ( ) e.aleaman ( ) bear 
Place the correct number beside each word, 
(1) names of colors 
(2) names of wild animals 
(3) names of workers and leaders 
(4) words which tell size 
(5) words which tell how a person or anin:ial moves 
( ) reindeer ( ) badger ( ) crimson ( ~ coon ( ) stout ( ) mighty ( ) ground hog ( dash 
( ) scramble ( ) flee. ( ) huge ( ) violet 
( ~ lawyer ( ) bishop ( ) speed ( ) lofty ( skate ( ) ivory ( ) instructor ( ) bolt ( ) yellow ( ) tread ( ) orange ( ) servant 
( ) camel ( ) skip ( ) gross ( ) slight 
-
( ) scant ( ) purple ( ) trip ~ ) police ( ) limp ( ) polar bear ( ) lieutenant ) leopard ( ) nurse ( ) troop ( ) climb ( ) weathennan 
( ) cream ( ) rove ( ) fawn ( ) cherry 
(continued on the next page) 
( ) doe 
e ( ) craftsman· · ( ) trot 
( ) brie:(. 
( ) rhinoceros. 
( ) scarlet 
( ) teller 
( ) shoemaker · 
( ) tramp 
( ) infinite 
( ~ gardener ., · 
( sable 
L l prance buff l ramble ( ) average 
( ) tiger 
( ) azure 
( ) conductor 
( ) meager 
( ) copra 
( ) hop 
( ) ass 
(. ) potter 
('" ) chipmunk 
( ) tiptoe . 
( ) chamois 
( ) bronze 
(continued) 
' ' '''I' •' 
( ) patrolman ( ) olive ( ) connnand~r (- . ) . p),.ump ( · ) cleaner ( · ) · sweep· · · 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
~ ( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
~ ( 
) enormous ( ) weasel ( ) descend 
) correspondent( · ) slide ( ')·amber 
) grey ( ) float ( ~ creep ~ treasurer ( ~ narrow ( . tiny 
roam ( jack rabbit ( ) ape 
Place the correct nUmber beside each word. 
(1) names of colors 
( 2) names of wild 8.nima.ls 
(.3) names of workers or leaders 
(4) words which tell size · 
(5) words which tell iW'W"a. person or animal moves 
) sturdy ( ) buck ( ) lurch 
) moose ( ) trudge ( ) bison 
) stroll ( ) lemon ( ) broad 
) ruby ( . ) cardinal ( ) mahogny 
) alderman ( ) ebony ( ) actor 
) buffalo ( ) physician ( ) arise 
) f.leshy . ( ) beaver ( ) pigmy 
) romp ( ) plod. ( ) caper 
) trod ( , ) lag ( ) sneak 
) hazel ~ ) massive ( ) lavender 
) lynx · · ) bookkeeper ( ) sloth 
) middle-sized ( ) boar ( ) secretary 
) fighter ' ( ) extensive ( ) dive 
) otter ( ) trample ( ) ·blond 
) slender ( ) dart ( ) attorney 
) glide ( ) zebra ( ) wade 
;) glit ( ) microscopic ( ) mince 
) mink ( ) musician ( ) .ferret 
. 
Place th~ ~orreot number beside eadh word. 
(1) names of colors 
(2) names of wild animals 
(3) names of workers or leaders 
( 4) words which tell ~ · , . 
(5) words which tell how a person or animal ~oves 
) pace .( ) kang~oo ( ) polecat 
) spossum (, ) overseer ( ) minstrel 
) vice-presiden( ) scamper ( ) lilac 
(continued on the next page) 
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( ) bantam 
(
( ) scanty 
) stalk 
( ) architect 
( ) ind'i.go 
(( ) medium 
) crawl 
( ) falter 
( ) massy 
( >) skunk 
( ) postman 
( ) emerald' 
( ) jig 0 
( ) regent 
( ) obese 
( ) platypus 
( ) executor 
( ) mauve 
( ) prowl 
( ) clamber 
( ) guapaco 
( ) jaguar 
( ) housewife 
( ) e~nded 
( ) wiggle 
( ) copious 
( ) hurdle 
( ) miniature 
( ) plunge 
( ) surveyor 
( ) ski 
( ) gorilla 
( ) swartl1y 
(concluded) 
( ) flit 
( ) monum.en,tal 
( ) walrus 
( ) clump 
( ) primrose 
( ) coachman 
( ) vault 
( ) sulton 
( ) husky 
( ) chinchilla 
( ) patter 
( ) ~eale:r 
( . ) coral 
( ) elk 
( ) bound 
(
( ) gallop 
) monkey 
( · ) cardinal 
( ) mammoth . 
( ) chocolate 
( · ) stamp 
( ) immeasurable 
( ) tumble 
( ) babooz:t 
( 
0 
) jeweler 
( ) raccoon 
{ ) ex;~ended 
( ) scuffle 
( ) russet 
( ) jet 
( ) wander 
( ) guilder 
( ) bunny 
(( ) enlarged 
) :ranger 
( ) antelope 
( ; ) slate 
( ) .ruddy 
( ) t'r,olic 
{ ) dodge . 
( ) od,etectl.ve 
( 0) y~. 0 ( ) l'p.ke . 
( ) rotund 
( ) coyote 
Place the correct number beside each word. 
(1) names of color.s 
( 2) names of wild animals 
(J) names of worke.rs or leaders (4) words which tell ~ 
(5) words which tell how a person or animal moves 
( ) burly ( 
( ) chim.~zee ( 
~ ~ ~~a::~lain .~ 
( ) sorrel ( 
( ) stbmble ( 
( ) peccary ( 
( ) ascend ( 
( ) cougar (( ( ) pirate 
( ) molecular ( 
( ) skid ( 
( ) jonquil. 0 (( ( ) frisk 
()tan· ( 
( ) catapult ( 
( ) waitress ( 
( ) shuffl~ ( 
) skipper 
) dromedary 
) scUd 
) herculean 
) stride 
) parade 
) husbandman 
) roUge 
) flop 
) cobalt 
·) magician 
) immense 
) midget 
) caribou 
·) Wildcat 
) scurry 
. ) tawny 
) prospector 
( ) giraffe 
( ) woodchuck 
( ) pink 
( ) mathematician 
( ) prairie-dog 
( ·) fleet 
( ). monstrous 
(· ) gopher . 
( ) turquoise 
0 ( ) steward 
( ) · diminutive 
( } squirm 
( ) longitudinal 
( ) cinnaJnon 
( ) shin 
( } writhe 
( ·) hippopotamus 
( ). chubby 
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